In this article, a novel photovoltaic (PV) bypass diode fault detection algorithm is presented. The algorithm consists of three main steps. First, the threshold voltage of the current-voltage (I-V) curve is obtained using different failure bypass diode scenarios. Second, the theoretical prediction for the faulty regions of bypass diodes is calculated using the analysis of voltage drop in the I-V curve as well as the voltage at maximum power point. Finally, the actual I-V curve under any environmental condition is measured and compared with theoretical predictions. The proposed algorithm has been experimentally evaluated using a PV string that comprises three series-connected PV modules, and subtotal of nine bypass diodes. Various experiments have been conducted under diverse bypass diodes failure conditions. The achieved detection accuracy is always greater than 99.39% and 99.74% under slow and fast solar irradiance transition, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
P HOTOVOLTAIC (PV) systems are subject to diversity of failures, such as faults in the interconnection between PV modules [1] , faults associated with cabling [2] , converters [3] , and inverters [4] . There are numerous PV fault detection algorithms, eventually detecting failure in all above listed components [5] - [8] .
Chen et al. [9] proposed a PV fault detection algorithm capable of detecting different types of PV faults, such as line-to-line, line-to-ground, series arc fault, and parallel arc fault. In practice, this algorithm requires the employment of multiple meters in the PV system in order to measure the voltage and current values of each examined PV string. As a result, the algorithm has a very fast detection process, almost equal to 500 ms. On the other hand, Yi and Etemadi [10] developed a line-to-line PV fault detection algorithm, not only to use with standalone PV modules, but also it can be adaptable with PV arrays. The algorithm is based on the multiresolution signal decomposition for PV failure feature extraction. This detection method only requires the data of the total voltage and current from a PV array. However, Hariharan et al. [11] proposed a method, not only capable of detecting PV line-to-line failures, but also partial shading (PS) conditions. In this method, the PV fault detection is dependent on multiple parameters, such as PV array voltage, current, and solar irradiance (G), as well as the ratio of instantaneous dc power to irradiance level.
In fact, the most aforementioned PV fault detection methods require additional components, such as multiple voltage and current sensors, as well as power electronics devices to detect failures in the PV systems. Hence, they increase the cost of the protection scheme. In fact, this problem has been solved in several detection methods proposed in [12] - [14] using either low-cost power line communication or a wireless self-powered sensor architecture.
At present, the detection of bypass diode failure in PV systems became one of the main interests because of the importance of the bypass diodes in PV modules. As well known that the bypass diodes are parallelized with PV modules, consequently, target to limit the maximum reverse current of PV modules affected by PS conditions [15] , [16] . Hence, the use of bypass diodes in PV modules allows us to continue supplying power during PS scenarios. According to [17] , based on the analysis of 2800 PV systems, it was found that 3% of PV modules contain defective bypass diodes. Resulting a considerable decrease in the efficiency of the PV installations.
The Silicon p-n and the Schottky bypass diodes are widely used in PV modules. Both are available with a wide range of current ratings, while the Schottky diodes have a much lower forward voltage drop of about 0.4 V as opposed to the p-n diodes which have a 0.7 V forward voltage drop. There are some other technologies such as the cool bypass switch [18] and the bipolar transistor-based bypass approach [19] , both technologies attempt to increase both PV subpanel reliability and output power production using a more complex integration of electronics circuit design integrated in the PV module junction box.
Nevertheless, there are a limited number of PV fault detection algorithms that can detect failures of the bypass diodes integrated in PV modules. Certainly, Dhimish et al. [20] - [22] attempt to detect faults associated with the bypass didoes. However, their detection accuracy for this particular type of PV fault is ranging from 70% to 95%. Therefore, in this article, a novel PV fault detection algorithm is presented using the analysis of the current-voltage (I-V) curve characteristics. In the next section, the problem definition of the bypass diodes in PV modules experimentally will be discussed. 
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Photovoltaic Module Description
Nowadays, most PV modules are integrated with three bypass diodes [15] - [17] , where each bypass is connected in parallel with two strings of the solar module. Fig. 1(a) shows the bypass diode configuration in the junction box fitted in a PV module; Fig. 1(b) shows the actual image of the examined PV module.
During the normal operation conditions (no PS), there is no impact of these bypass diodes on the performance of the PV modules. This is because, as stated in Section I, the main purpose of the bypass diodes is to enhance the output power of PV modules affected by the PS conditions, certainly using an alternative current path for shaded solar cells.
In order to utilize the problem associated with the bypass diodes in PV modules, a PV module shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1(c) . As noticed, if the PV module does not have any faulty bypass diodes (three bypass diodes connected to the PV strings), it has a different voltage reference drop in I sc compared with the second experiment where the PV module has one faulty bypass diode. If none of the bypass diodes are faulty, therefore, the voltage reference at which the I sc starts to drop is equal to 21 V. However, if one bypass diode is faulty, the voltage reference is equal to 13 V. Interestingly, further reduction in the voltage drop at 5 V is determined by removing the additional bypass diode (PV module is only connected with one bypass diode). On the other hand, it is worth noting that the I sc for all assessments remains at its theoretical I sc threshold equal to 8.18 A. The measured I sc for the last test is significantly dropped from its theoretical threshold from 8.18 to 6.55 A. In this case, all the bypass diodes have been removed from the examined PV module which is affected by the 20% PS condition.
B. Photovoltaic String-Complex Current-Voltage Curve Identification
The identification of the faulty bypass diodes in the PV strings are more complex compared with standalone PV modules [23] - [25] since the I-V curve has multiple drops in the I sc level. Three PV modules connected in series [see Fig. 2 (a)] were examined to demonstrate the impact of the bypass diodes failure in the PV strings with respect to the I-V curve identification. The I-V curves for three case scenarios are shown in Fig. 2(b) , including PS condition, one faulty bypass diode, and seven faulty bypass diodes. For each considered scenario, there is a different drop in the voltage reference at the I sc according to the multiple PV modules in the PV string, but remarkably, it was found that the first drop in the value of the I sc could be the fundamental solution for identifying the number of faulty bypass diodes in the PV string.
In summary, this section demonstrated two key problems. 1) First, the PV bypass diode detection algorithm must consider two case scenarios: PV standalone and PV strings. 2) Second, the drop in the value of the I sc at certain level of voltage could be a potential solution for the development of the bypass diode detection algorithm.
III. PROPOSED PHOTOVOLTAIC BYPASS DIODE FAULT DETECTION ALGORITHM
In order to implement a suitable fault detection algorithm for the PV bypass diodes identification, initially the threshold voltage of the PV string must be identified using the values of some parameters, such as V mpp , number of PV modules and the number of solar cells per PV module. Overall flowchart of the proposed voltage threshold calculation is concisely described in Fig. 3 , where the determine V threshold is equal to 8 V.
The PV module V mpp is multiplied by the number of examined PV modules in a PV string, and the number is equal to 1 for standalone PV module. Next, the number of solar cells in single PV module must be identified and then multiplied by the total number of PV modules. The result of the division between the V mpp string and total solar cell is called "V mpp one solar cell," where this voltage is multiplied by the number of solar cells in a substring of a single PV module. Thereafter, V Threshold is obtained.
The main reason for calculating the V Threshold is to observe the drop in the voltage (V Knee ) in the I-V curve during PS and the faulty bypass diode conditions. Additionally, in order to understand the relationship between the V Threshold and the V Knee , a standalone PV module [see Fig. 1 
(b)] was tested under various bypass faulty conditions, under standard test conditions (STC).
The PV module under the normal operation condition, 25% PS with three bypass diodes, 25% PS with two bypass diodes, and 25% PS with one bypass diode were observed. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . Evidently, at the normal operation mode (no PS affecting the examined PV module), the drop in the I sc is at V mpp (V Knee = 28.7 V). Subsequently, the drop during 25% PS with one faulty bypass diode is at 20.7 V, this is exactly equal to: V mpp − V Threshold = 28.7-8 = 20.7 V.
Therefore, according to this result, it is possible to identify all other I sc voltage drops at any bypass diode faulty condition using the following equation, where i is the number of faulty bypass diode in the PV system:
According to (1), the I sc voltage drop for the inspected PV module is at the following voltage levels.
1) Normal operation, no faulty bypass diode = V mpp = 28.7 V.
2) One faulty bypass diode
(0) = 28.7 − ( 8 × [0 + 1]) = 20.7 V.
3) Two faulty bypass diodes
Evidently, these V Knee levels are identical with measured data, as shown in Fig. 4 . Furthermore, the PV bypass diodes detection algorithm is summarized in Fig. 5 . V Threshold is first calculated based on the flowchart discussed earlier in Fig. 3 . Then, the I sc voltage drop for every bypass diode fault condition is identified using both V Threshold and the variable i, where i is equal to the number of bypass diodes in a single PV module multiplied by total examined PV modules in a PV string.
Since the voltage drop in the measured I-V curve strongly depends on either maximum power point tracking (MPPT) unit or/and the I-V curve tracer tolerance rate, this rate is either added or subtracted from the obtained faulty V Knee regions. After identifying the V Knee regions, the actual I-V curve of an inspected PV module or a PV string will be measured. Next, the tolerance rate of the MPPT unit or/and the I-V curve tracer will be added/subtracted again from the measured voltage and current values so as to ensure that measured data are identical with theoretical thresholds. At this stage, first condition must be applied I sc−measured /I sc−theoretical = 1 ± MPPT tolerance rate where I sc-measured is obtained using the I-V curve tracer, and the I sc-theoretical is equal to I sc of the PV module or PV string at theoretical predictions at specific measurement of the irradiance (G) and ambient temperature (T).
If the division equal to 1 ± MPPT tolerance rate, at that point the I-V curve V Knee will be acknowledged. Otherwise, all PV modules bypass diodes are faulty. Illustration for this condition is shown in Fig. 6 . A PV module was experimentally evaluated under 60% PS condition, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . From the results shown in Fig. 6(b) , it is evident that while removing all the bypass diode from the PV module, its measured I sc-measured (3.3 A) does not equal to I sc-theoretical (8.18 A). Rest of the experimental results I sc-measured are equal to I sc-theoretical .
Based on Fig. 5 , if I sc-measured equal to I sc-theoretical , the measured V Knee will be compared using "region matching" with the bypass diode faulty regions obtained theoretically so as to detect possible fault in the bypass diodes' of the examined PV module or PV string.
In summary, the proposed PV bypass diode fault detection algorithm consists of two stages. At first stage, the theoretical estimation for the bypass diode V Knee regions is obtained. At second stage, the actual measurement of the I-V curve for the inspected PV module or PV string is acquired, consequently, to measure the drop in the I sc and V Knee and compare these parameters with the theoretical thresholds. Section IV presents the evaluation of the proposed bypass diode fault detection using various experimental setups under different environmental conditions.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Examined Photovoltaic Modules Configuration
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed algorithm, a PV string that comprises three series connected PV modules was examined. Overview of the PV string configuration and connection via the MPPT unit is shown in Fig. 7(a) . As the developed algorithm relies on the MPPT tolerance rate, based upon data available in the manufacturer datasheet, the tolerance rate equals to 2% has been included in the algorithm to calculate the faulty regions (including V Knee /V mpp thresholds) as shown in Fig. 7(b) [20] . In fact, this figure contains all the analysis of the developed algorithm and its theoretical development has been discussed earlier in Section III. In addition, a pure resistive load of 16 Ω is connected via the output terminals of the MPPT unit, while the resistive load could be interchanged with a battery bank, if storage is required.
It is also worth noting that in our PV setup the I-V curve is attainable using the MPPT unit. Hence, no additional equipment was required. In other PV configurations, particularly where no MPPT is used, it might be required to have an additional equipment, the I-V curve tracer, in order to identify all required parameters for the PV fault detection algorithm including I sc , V knee , and V mpp .
B. Detecting Partial Shading and Defective Bypass Diodes Scenarios Using Current-Voltage Curve Identification
In this section, the proposed detection algorithm will be evaluated using two different faulty conditions. At first, the PV modules were partially shaded using opaque object similar to Fig. 6(a) . As shown in Fig. 8(a) , the first PV module is affected by 20% PS, whereas the second and third are shaded by 60% and 50%, respectively. Under STC, the I-V curve of the PV string is measured, where the I sc is equal to 8.18 A, identically with the theoretical threshold. The V Knee is measured at 61.3 V, while V Knee /V mpp is equal to 0.72. Consequently, according to Fig. 7(b) , this threshold corresponds to PS condition affecting the PV string. This result is equivalent with the experimental setup.
The second test is to evaluate the PV string under PS and the faulty bypass diode condition. The design of this experiment is shown in Fig. 8(b) . The PV modules are shaded at 30%, 60%, and 10%, while one defective bypass diode is present in the first PV module as well as in the third (practically speaking, one bypass diode has been removed from the first and third PV module).
Under STC, the I-V curve of the PV string is measured, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The I sc remains at theoretical predictions of 8.18 A. The measured V Knee is equal to 45.9 V, and the threshold V Knee /V mpp is equal to 0.53. This value lies within the threshold of 0.54 ± 2% according to Fig. 7(b) . This region corresponds to two faulty bypass diodes in the PV string, which matches the experimental arrangement.
In summary, both experiments show that the developed algorithm is suitable to precisely classify the faults associated with the failure in the bypass diodes in the PV strings. However, the main drawback of the developed algorithm is that it cannot detect that which PV module is affected by the failure condition. Unless, either the I-V curve of each PV module is measured or inspecting the bypass diodes fitted in the connection-box on back of the examined PV modules.
C. Detecting Normal Operation, Partial Shading, and Defective Bypass diodes Scenarios Using Real-time Long-Term Data Measurements
Previous section evaluates the proposed PV bypass diodes detection system using the I-V curve characteristics including the drop in the I sc and V Knee . Still, the significance of the proposed algorithm can be presented using the detection process on real-time long-term data measurements.
In this section, the PV string shown earlier in Fig. 7 (a) will be used to undertake various experiments. In first day, as shown in Fig. 9(a) , the PV string is under slow irradiance transition. From 5:00 to 10:00 and 14:00 to 19:00, the PV string is under the normal operation and PS conditions, but from 10:00 to 12:00, three bypass diodes have been removed from the PV string (particularly, one bypass diode has been removed from each PV module). In addition, from 12:00 till 14:00, additional bypass diode in each PV module has been removed, resulting subtotal of six faulty bypass diodes. Fig. 9(b) shows the measured data for the voltage threshold (V Knee /V mpp ) versus time. It is evident that during the normal operation and PS conditions, the threshold is from 1.0 to 0.7, with minimum detection accuracy of 99.83%. Therefore, 99.83% of the samples lies in this threshold; the threshold regimes are shown in Fig. 7(b) .
From 10:00 to 12:00, the drop in the threshold is measured at 0.43 to 0.45. According to Fig. 7(b) , this threshold corresponds to three faulty bypass diodes in the PV string. 99.51% of the measured samples lie within this threshold "0.44 ± 2%". On the other hand, from 12:00 to 14:00, six bypass diodes have been detected in the PV string. As shown in Fig. 9(b) , the threshold of the measured voltage is from 0.16 to 0.166. According to Fig. 7(b) , this threshold "0.16 ± 2%" corresponds to six faulty bypass diodes in the PV string. The accuracy of the detection process during this time interval equals to 99.72%.
By contrast with the above-mentioned results, since the detection algorithm uses the analysis of the I-V curve, the solar irradiance and ambient temperature have minor impact on the accuracy of the developed algorithm; hence, the accuracy of the I-V curve tracer (in this article, it is equal to 2%) does play a major role in the overall accuracy of the determination for the V knee /V mpp threshold.
While first day had two different bypass diode failure scenarios during low solar irradiance transition, in the second day, the PV string was affected by fast/rapid change in the irradiance as well as PS scenarios, resulting in the fast oscillations of the generated power. During this transition in the irradiance, the PV string was tested under three different bypass diode failure conditions, as shown in Fig. 10(a) . The experiment includes following scenarios [expected voltage thresholds taken from Fig. 7(b) ].
1) Normal operation mode: 5:00 to 8:00, expected voltage threshold 1 ± 2%. 2) One faulty bypass diode: 8:00 to 10:00, expected voltage threshold 0.63 ± 2%. 3) Five faulty bypass diodes: 10:00 to 12:00, expected voltage threshold 0.26 ± 2%. 4) Two faulty bypass diodes: 12:00 to 14:00, expected voltage threshold 0.54 ± 2%. 5) PS: 14:00 to 17:30, expected voltage threshold ranging from 1 ± 2% to 0.72 ± 2%. 6) Normal operation mode: 17:30 to 19:00, expected voltage threshold 1 ± 2%. According to the results of the voltage threshold V Knee /V mpp shown in Fig. 10(b) , during the normal operation mode, the voltage threshold is almost (99.96%) within the threshold of 1 ± 2%. At 8:00 A.M., the PV string voltage threshold drops to 0.63, at this state, the accuracy of the detection algorithm is equal to 99.13%. Additional drop in the value of V Knee /V mpp is detected at 10:00 A.M. because of the increase in the number of faulty bypass diodes in the PV string. The measured threshold is almost (99.56%) identical with theoretical predictions of 0.26 ± 2%.
The voltage threshold increased again from 12:00 to 14:00, since at this time interval the PV string is only affected by two failure bypass diodes. The detection accuracy of the algorithm during this time slot equals to 99.07%. From 14:00 to 17:30, the PV string is affected by the PS conditions. At this time interval, the drop of V Knee /V mpp is from 0.72 ± 2% to 1 ± 2%, where the average detection accuracy is equal to 98.39%.
Since the PS conditions might be as low as 1% up to high shading scenarios or overcasting, the algorithm determines the threshold of 0.72 ± 2% as the lowest (worst-case scenario). Therefore, while the PV system is affected by a PS condition, the accurate threshold of V knee /V mpp could be from 1 ± 2% to 0.72 ± 2%. On the other hand, if the algorithm is under the normal operation (no shading or failure in the bypass diodes) the measurement of the V knee /V mpp is always steady at 1 ± 2%.
Remarkably, the experiment shows that the average detection accuracy of the proposed detection system is equal to 99.34%. While in the first day (see Fig. 9 ) the average detection accuracy is equal to 99.74%, there is slight decrease in the detection accuracy in second day because of the rapid increase/decrease in the irradiance profile and PS conditions affecting the examined PV modules.
D. Detecting Normal Operation, Partial Shading, and Defective Bypass Diodes Scenarios Using Mismatched Solar Cell (Photovoltaic Modules Affected by Hot-Spotted Solar Cells)
In this section, the proposed detection method will be evaluated using a PV string that contains a PV module affected by a mismatch condition. In practice, the PV module is suffering from two hot-spotted solar cells, as shown in Fig. 11(a) . Various scenarios including normal operation, PS conditions, one faulty bypass diode, and two faulty bypass diodes have been carried out under different solar irradiance and temperature levels. The output power of the PV module is shown in Fig. 11(b) . According to results of the voltage threshold V Knee /V mpp shown in Fig. 11(c) , during the normal operation mode, the voltage threshold is almost (98.82%) within the threshold of 1 ± 2%. At 8:00 AM, the PV string voltage threshold drops to 0.72 and above. At this state, the accuracy of the detection algorithm is equal to 94.31%. Additional drop in the value of V Knee /V mpp is detected at 10:00 A.M. because of the present of a faulty bypass diode. The measured threshold is almost (η = 96.76%) identical with theoretical predictions of 0.63 ± 2%. At 12:00 P.M., additional bypass diode has been removed from the PV module, resulting in two open circuited bypass diodes. At this scenario, the accuracy of the detection algorithm is equal to 95.59%.
To sum up, this section demonstrates that mismatching conditions of PV modules have minor impact on the algorithm accuracy, since under mismatching conditions, i.e., shading, hotspotting, soldering, or delamination, the value of I sc and V mpp is expected to drop. However, there is a minor change would impact the V knee threshold, and as a result, the proposed detection algorithm can accurately detect the faulty bypass diodes.
V. PROPOSED METHOD LIMITATIONS
Main limitations associated with the proposed fault detection algorithm are summarized as follows.
1) The algorithm is only capable of detecting open-circuit bypass diodes conditions, whistle short-circuit conditions cannot be detected. 2) Detecting failure in the PV bypass diodes is feasible only when the PV module or PV substring is affected by at least 5% PS condition. 3) Mismatch conditions, such as PV hotspots and dc arcing or aging, certainly would decrease the accuracy of the detection algorithm. 4) The algorithm strongly depends on the threshold of V knee /V mpp ; therefore, uncertainties in determining both parameters would result a decrease in the fault detection accuracy.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, a novel PV bypass diode detection algorithm is proposed. The algorithm consists of three stages, including.
1) First stage: Identifying the threshold voltage V Threshold and V mpp using the number of examined PV modules in the PV string. 2) Second stage: Calculating the theoretical prediction for the faulty regions using the analysis of V Knee obtained by the I-V curve and the V mpp . 3) Third stage: Measuring the actual I-V curve of the examined PV module/modules under any irradiance and ambient temperature scenario, then comparing the V Knee /V mpp with theoretical predictions. The proposed PV bypass diodes detection algorithm has been evaluated using a PV string that comprises three series connected PV modules, with subtotal of nine bypass diodes. Various experiments have been conducted, and the results indicate that the detection accuracy is always greater than 99.39% and 99.74% under slow and fast irradiance transition, respectively. In future, it is intended to incorporate the algorithm within industrialbased MPPT algorithms in order to enhance the performance of MPPT techniques while detecting failures in the bypass diodes.
